Warranty: Mechanical Devices offers an extended warranty and service plans to protect your investment and extend the length of your coverage.

Calibration: A fully calibrated instrument is essential for certainty in your measurements. Our calibration programs are designed to provide you with the confidence that your instruments are performing accurately.

Warranty Extended – Complete system coverage effectively extending the current warranty agreement past the first year, for an additional twelve (12) months

Calibration Only – Calibration does not include Warranty:

1. Calibration to documented specifications using test equipment traceable to National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
2. Calibration stickers are affixed to the unit.
3. Every compliant calibration will be accompanied by a calibration certificate.
4. Calibration at customer site or at MD plant (Deliveries are customer's liability).

Warranty & Calibration – as per specified in above points.

System Upgrade – Bringing the System up to the latest up-to-date improved hardware and software development. Replacement of wear out parts (Deliveries are customer's liability). Includes 12mts warranty & calibration.